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Abstract. Arc volcanism, volatile cycling, mineralisation and continental crust formation are2

likely regulated by the mantle wedge’s flow regime and thermal structure. Wedge flow is often as-3

sumed to follow a regular corner-flow pattern. However, studies that incorporate a hydrated rheol-4

ogy and thermal buoyancy predict internal small-scale-convection (SSC). Here, we systematically ex-5

plore mantle-wedge dynamics in 3-D simulations. We find that longitudinal ‘Richter-rolls’ of SSC (with6

trench-perpendicular axes) commonly occur if wedge hydration reduces viscosities to . 1 · 1019 Pa7

s, although transient transverse rolls (with trench-parallel axes) can dominate at viscosities of ∼ 5·8

1018 − 1 · 1019 Pa s. Rolls below the arc and back-arc differ. Sub-arc rolls have similar trench-9

parallel and trench-perpendicular dimensions of 100–150 km and evolve on a 1–5 Myr time-scale. Sub-10

back-arc instabilities, on the other hand, coalesce into elongated sheets, usually with a preferential11

trench-perpendicular alignment, display a wavelength of 150–400 km and vary on a 5–10 Myr time-12

scale. The modulating influence of sub-back-arc ridges on the sub-arc system increases with stronger13

wedge hydration, higher subduction velocity and thicker upper plates. We find that trench-parallel14

averages of wedge velocities and temperature are consistent with those predicted in 2-D models. How-15

ever, lithospheric thinning through SSC is somewhat enhanced in 3-D, thus expanding hydrous melt-16

ing regions and shifting dehydration boundaries. Sub-arc Richter-rolls generate time-dependent trench-17

parallel temperature variations of up to ∼ 150 K, which exceed the transient 50–100 K variations18

predicted in 2–D and may contribute to arc-volcano spacing and the variable seismic velocity struc-19

tures imaged beneath some arcs.20
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1. Introduction

The majority of Earth’s seismicity and volcanism occurs at destructive plate margins,21

where subducting plates (slabs) sink below overriding (upper) plates into Earth’s mantle,22

transporting volatiles and other elements to depth [e.g. Stern, 2002]. In the underlying23

mantle wedge, viscous drag, induced by the subducting slab, forces mantle material to flow24

from the back-arc region towards the wedge corner, where downgoing and upper-plates25

meet [e.g. Davies and Stevenson, 1992]. The resultant high wedge-corner temperatures26

lead to mineral dehydration in the downgoing slab, delivering water to the overlying27

mantle, thus facilitating melt formation and magmatism [e.g. Gill , 1981; Davies and28

Stevenson, 1992; Tatsumi and Eggins , 1995; Stern, 2002; van Keken et al., 2002; Wilson29

et al., 2014]. Numerical models that simulate the mantle wedge’s flow regime and thermal30

structure aim to reproduce these conditions [e.g. Davies and Stevenson, 1992; van Keken31

et al., 2002; Syracuse et al., 2010; Le Voci et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2014], with the goal32

of better understanding the key controls on the location and style of arc volcanism and33

the observed variability between different subduction zones.34

Previous numerical studies have generally focussed on 2-D simulations of mantle wedge35

flow, kinematically driven by the subducting plate, with most neglecting the role of a36

hydrated wedge rheology and local thermal buoyancy. Such models yield wedge and37

slab surface temperatures that agree with many observations [e.g. Kneller et al., 2007;38

Plank et al., 2009; Syracuse et al., 2010; Long and Becker , 2010; Hebert and Gurnis ,39

2010]. However, they cannot explain the complex wedge seismic structure imaged beneath40

some volcanic arcs, temporal and trench-parallel variability in arc volcanism, or the thin41
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lithosphere and high heat-flow observed in many back-arc regions [e.g. Tamura et al.,42

2002; Schurr et al., 2003; Currie and Hyndman, 2006].43

Under hydrous conditions, viscosities are likely substantially lower than those of dry44

mantle [e.g. Karato and Wu, 1993; Hirth and Kohlstedt , 1996], leading to small-scale45

convection (SSC) that is driven by gravitational instabilities from the base of the upper-46

plate [e.g. Honda and Saito, 2003; Wirth and Korenaga, 2012; Le Voci et al., 2014].47

Although some recent studies have challenged the rheological influence of water in the48

wedge [e.g. Fei et al., 2013; Girard et al., 2013], and furthermore, melting extracts water49

and, hence, may dry the wedge [e.g. Hebert et al., 2009], low seismic velocity anomalies,50

low seismic attenuation and the back-arc surface topography at a number of subduction51

zones are most easily explained with a low-viscosity mantle wedge, potentially extending52

hundreds of kilometers from the trench below the back-arc [e.g. Billen and Gurnis , 2001;53

Currie and Hyndman, 2006; Wiens et al., 2008; Greve et al., 2014].54

In a previous 2-D study [Le Voci et al., 2014], we systematically examined the effect of55

viscosity (as a function of wedge hydration), subduction velocity, slab dip and upper-plate56

age (thickness) on the mantle wedge’s flow regime and thermal structure. Consistent with57

previous work [e.g. Honda and Yoshida, 2005; Honda et al., 2010; Wirth and Korenaga,58

2012], we found SSC to be a common occurrence when wedge hydration lowered mantle59

viscosities to below . 5 ·1018 Pa s. In addition, such low viscosities needed to extend over60

lateral distances that exceeded instability wavelengths (i.e. over distances greater than61

∼ 150 km). When present, SSC led to substantial lithospheric thinning and a transient62

50–100 K variability in wedge temperatures, which is sufficient to affect melting and63

dehydration. Whilst net back-arc lithospheric thinning was largest when slab velocities64
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were highest, drips were most pronounced when subducting plate velocities and, thereby,65

the shearing of drips by background corner-flow, was lowest.66

As in other kinematically driven wedge models, thinning of the upper plate lithosphere67

was strongest in the wedge corner, more or less above where the slab reaches a depth68

that in observations corresponds to volcanic-arc locations [e.g. England et al., 2004]. Al-69

though models like ours do not predict arc locations, we will refer to the region as the70

arc/sub-arc region. Dislocation-creep enhanced strain-rates and elevated temperatures in71

the wedge corner promotes the development of a ‘pinch-zone’, where isotherms are com-72

pressed against the slab’s surface [e.g. Kincaid and Sacks , 1997]. This is also a zone of73

differential thinning between the sub-arc and sub-back-arc regions, as the mantle wedge74

penetrates upwards as a narrow hot tongue into the overriding plate, resulting in a local75

decrease in upper-plate thickness. The size of this zone is affected by the implementation76

of the decoupled slab/upper-plate interface [e.g. Conder , 2005; Arcay et al., 2008], which77

previous studies indicate must extend to ∼ 80 km depth in order to satisfy observations78

of low surface heat flow and low seismic attenuation in the fore-arc region [e.g. Wada79

and Wang , 2009; Syracuse et al., 2010]. In our 2-D models, the pinch zone was most80

pronounced for cases with the highest wedge viscosities, subduction velocities and oldest81

upper plates. In these cases, the strong gradients in lithospheric thickness played a role82

in where lithospheric drips developed [Le Voci et al., 2014].83

It is well established that SSC from a 3-D sheared plate preferentially forms longitudinal84

Richter-rolls (i.e. with their axes aligned perpendicular to the trench) rather than the85

transverse rolls (with axes aligned parallel to the trench) that can be modelled in 2-D86

[e.g. Richter , 1973; Wirth and Korenaga, 2012]. Longitudinal rolls have shorter onset87
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times than transverse rolls, and can lead to significant complexity in fully 3-D models of88

a sheared oceanic plate [e.g. van Hunen et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2003; Ballmer et al.,89

2011]. A recent study by Wirth and Korenaga [2012] predicts that longitudinal rolls, with90

wavelengths of 100–200 km and temperature fluctuations of 100–150 K, should occur in91

the mantle wedge, if viscosities are . 1018 Pa s. However, the single mode approximation92

used in their simulations did not allow for explorations of the full 3-D flow geometry.93

Honda and coworkers [e.g. Honda and Saito, 2003; Honda and Yoshida, 2005; Honda,94

2008; Honda et al., 2010] studied wedge flow patterns in 2-D and 3-D, for cases where95

only a ∼100 km wide section of the sub-arc region was hydrated. For viscosities below96

. 5·1018 Pa s, their models predicted a time-dependent pattern of SSC, where longitudinal97

rolls interchanged their up and down limbs approximately every 2 Myr. This frequency98

is comparable to volcanic periodicity in Central Honshu, at arc locations that differ by99

around 50 km, which is similar to a half-roll wavelength in their models.100

In this paper, we extend our systematic 2-D study of SSC in the subduction zone101

mantle wedge [Le Voci et al., 2014] to 3-D. We explore a range of (dry to hydrous)102

mantle viscosities, subduction velocities and upper-plate ages. Our 3-D model setup is103

intentionally simple, with subducting plate motion and the coupling between downgoing104

and overriding plates prescribed kinematically. We also focus on end-member cases of105

uniform wedge hydration, making our setup directly comparable to the models of our 2-D106

study, which allows us to focus on the impact of the additional dimension (Section 2).107

We analyse the resulting 3-D SSC flow styles and how they vary with different controlling108

parameters (Section 3). Finally, in Section 4, we show that 3-D SSC leads to larger spatial109
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and temporal variations in temperature and lithospheric thickness than our 2-D cases, and110

this more readily produces the conditions required for dehydration and melting.111

2. 3-D Model Setup

Our model setup is comparable to our 2-D study [Le Voci et al., 2014], using identical112

physical parameters that are summarised below. Prescribed slab velocities drive fully-113

dynamic flow in the mantle wedge beneath an upper plate that is free to destabilise. We114

solve the Stokes and energy equations, assuming an incompressible, Boussinesq formula-115

tion, using the Fluidity computational framework [Davies et al., 2011], which has been116

carefully validated [e.g. Davies et al., 2011; Kramer et al., 2012; Le Voci et al., 2014] and117

applied to a range of geodynamical problems [e.g. Hunt et al., 2012; Garel et al., 2014;118

Davies and Rawlinson, 2014]. The solution strategies employed are identical to those of119

our 2-D study [Le Voci et al., 2014].120

2.1. Geometry, Boundary, Initial Conditions and Material Properties

Our model setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. We examine a set of cases in a compu-121

tational domain that is 400 km deep (z-direction) and extends 700 and 1400 km in the122

trench-perpendicular (x-) and trench-parallel (y-) directions respectively. The 50 km thick123

subducting plate, which is always 50 Myr old at the trench, spans the domain’s full trench-124

parallel extent. Mesh spacing varies from a minimum of 1 km in the wedge corner to 5125

km at the domain’s base.126

Horizontal velocities are prescribed in the incoming plate for 50 km prior to subduction.127

The slab then follows a down-dipping circular arc to a depth of 75 km, below which it128

dips at a constant 50◦ angle. The upper-plate is not fully fixed or rigid: it is free to evolve129
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self-consistently in response to the local thermal structure and flow-field [e.g. Kelemen130

et al., 2003], aside from: (i) at its surface, where we impose a no-slip boundary condition;131

and (ii) in a curved prism-shaped region above the subducting plate, where velocities132

are fixed to zero to a depth of 80 km, thereby yielding the so-called ‘cold nose’, which133

is consistent with observational constraints [e.g. Wada and Wang , 2009; Syracuse et al.,134

2010]. Below this depth, the subducting slab and mantle wedge are fully coupled, in a135

manner consistent with the D80 model of Syracuse et al. [2010].136

Vertical boundaries at x = −50, 650 km are stress-free, except at x = 650 km to a137

depth where temperature reaches 99% of mantle temperature, where a free-slip boundary138

condition is imposed, to preclude in/outflow at lithospheric depths. At the domain’s139

base, an outflow boundary condition, equal to the subduction velocity, is prescribed on140

the wedge side of the slab, with a stress-free boundary condition imposed for the sub-slab141

basal surface. Free-slip boundary conditions are specified at the domain’s front and back142

faces (y = 0, 1400 km).143

Thermal boundary conditions comprise a surface temperature, Ts, fixed to 273 K, and144

zero heat-flux conditions at the domain’s base, in addition to the domain’s front and back145

faces. On the x = −50, 650 km sides, temperatures are fixed to an error function:146

T (d) = Ts + (T0 − Ts) erf

(
d

2
√
κtplate

)
, (1)

where d is the depth (4× 105− z), T0 is the reference mantle temperature (1623 K), tplate147

is either the subducting slab age (tslab) or the upper-plate age (tupper), whilst κ is thermal148

diffusivity. Eq. 1 is also utilised in defining initial temperature conditions, where, for all149
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cases, tplate = tslab on the downgoing plate side of the trench, and tplate = tupper on the150

upper-plate side of the trench.151

Material properties are identical to those of Le Voci et al. [2014], with key parameters152

given in Table 1. Standard values are used for equation of state parameters and these do153

not vary spatially. Consistent with our current understanding of shallow-mantle rheology154

[e.g. Karato and Wu, 1993], a composite rheology is utilised, with diffusion (diff) and155

dislocation (disl) creep viscosities given by:156

ηdiff,X(T ) = AX exp

(
Ediff,X + (PVdiff,X)

RT

)
, (2)

ηdisl,X(T, ε̇) = BX exp

(
Edisl,X + (PVdisl,X)

nRT

)
ε̇
1−n
n , (3)

where the subscript X is D for cases with a dry rheology and H for cases with a hydrated157

rheology. The exponent n in the power-law relationship between viscosity, ηdisl, and the158

second-invariant of the strain-rate tensor, ε̇, defines the stress dependence under disloca-159

tion creep. T and P represent absolute temperature (for which an adiabatic gradient of 0.5160

K/km is added to our Boussinesq potential temperature solution) and lithostatic pressure161

(P = ρ0gd), respectively. R is the universal gas constant. Our activation energies (Ediff,162

Edisl) and volumes (Vdiff and Vdisl) are taken from Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003]. Pre-factors163

for dry (AD and BD) and hydrated (AH and BH) rheologies are constant across the entire164

wedge, with a water content term included in hydrated cases, as follows:165

AH = AH,0 COH, (4)

BH = BH,0 (C−r
OH

)
1
n . (5)
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Here, COH and r represent the water content and water content exponent, respectively166

[Hirth and Kohlstedt , 2003]. A composite viscosity is obtained by combining diffusion and167

dislocation creep viscosities via a harmonic mean, with viscosity subsequently truncated168

at a fixed maximum, ηmax = 1 × 1024 Pa s (no minimum viscosity is imposed). Sub-slab169

viscosities are set to a constant value of 1× 1023 Pa s.170

2.2. Simulations Examined

To unravel the dominant controls on the mantle wedge’s 3-D flow-regime and thermal171

structure, we systematically vary a range of subduction parameters (Table 2). To examine172

the role of viscosity, we vary wedge hydration between dry, ‘damp’ [COH = 1000 H/106Si –173

representative of sub-ridge mantle: Hirth and Kohlstedt , 1996] and ‘very-wet’ [COH = 5000174

H/106Si – as an end-member subduction zone hydration case: Karato, 2003; Katz et al.,175

2003], with hydration assumed to be uniform throughout the wedge in all but one case.176

‘Wet’ cases, with COH = 3000 H/106Si, displayed similar behaviour to the very-wet models.177

We also vary the subduction velocity, over a representative range (2 cm/yr – slow; 5 cm/yr178

– intermediate; and 10 cm/yr – fast) [e.g. Lallemand et al., 2005; Seton et al., 2012]. For179

the upper plate, we consider relatively young (50 Myr) and old (120 Myr) cases, with180

initial lithospheric thicknesses, as defined by the depth of the 1400 K isotherm, of 67.5181

and 105 km, respectively. All simulations are run for 50 Myr, and we examine the spatial182

and temporal evolution of each, rather than concentrating on steady-state solutions.183

3. 3D SSC Styles and Controls

We first focus on the observed styles of 3-D wedge flow, which show significant differ-184

ences from those predicted in 2-D (Section 3.1). We find that the morphology, wavelength185
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and temporal evolution of instabilities varies across the parameter space examined. Ac-186

cordingly, we next quantify how the wedge’s flow regime and thermal structure varies with:187

the level of wedge hydration (Section 3.2); subducting plate velocity (Section 3.3); upper-188

plate age (Section 3.4); and the hydrated region’s extent (Section 3.5). The simulations189

examined and the resultant flow regimes are summarised in Table 2.190

3.1. Richter-roll Style

We illustrate the main characteristics of 3-D SSC using very-wet 120 Myr old upper-191

plate cases. Fig. 2 shows a case with a subduction velocity of 10 cm/yr and illustrates192

how columnar drips align and coalesce into downwelling ridge-like structures to form193

longitudinal Richter-rolls [Richter , 1973]. The axes of these rolls are principally aligned194

perpendicular to the trench, which differs to the transverse rolls (with axes aligned parallel195

to the trench) that form in 2-D, where such an alignment is not possible. Transient196

lithospheric drips, which sometimes extend vertically into the wedge core, can be seen197

propagating along these ridges, towards the wedge corner, due to background corner flow.198

Richter-rolls exhibit distinct characteristics beneath the ‘arc’ (i.e. the region above the199

subducting slab at a distance of ≈ 175 − 275 km from the trench) and ‘back-arc’ (i.e.200

distances & 275 km from the trench) regions, as is illustrated in Fig. 3, for a case with201

a subduction velocity of 5 cm/yr. Cross-sections at 100 km depth (Fig. 3a–c) illustrate202

that below the arc region, a set of rolls exhibiting alternating high and low temperatures203

(variations of 75–150 K - Fig. 3a) and positive and negative vertical and trench-parallel204

velocities (Fig. 3b/c) is formed, at a variable wavelength of ∼ 100− 150 km.205

The morphology of sub-back-arc instabilities differs to those beneath the arc region,206

as illustrated by cross sections at 150 km depth (Fig. 3d-f): elongated low-temperature207
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ridges are observed, which are 100–150 K cooler than surrounding material, with clear208

drips along some ridges (as evidenced by regions of lower temperature along ridges in209

Fig. 3d). Ridge spacing ranges from 150–400 km, whilst they extend in the trench-210

perpendicular direction for 200–300 km, occasionally to the edge of the domain.211

Sub-back-arc instabilities partially modulate the location of sub-arc instabilities, im-212

parting a longer wavelength on sub-arc rolls and locally enhancing sub-arc downwellings.213

This interaction is further illustrated in Fig. 4, where temporal snapshots of the case214

illustrated in Fig. 3 are displayed at 5 Myr intervals. The location and expression of215

instabilities, both beneath the arc and the back-arc, are strongly time-dependent. The216

sub-arc system generally shows more temporal variability, with individual rolls merging217

and splitting on a 1–5 Myr time-scale. As a consequence, the number of sub-arc Richter-218

rolls varies from 22–28 over time (Fig. 4a-d). Beneath the back-arc, instabilities coalesce219

into larger-scale ridges, mostly aligned perpendicular or sub-perpendicular to the trench220

(Fig. 4e-h). These ridges often branch or merge, over 5–10 Myr time-scales, whilst also221

migrating in a trench-parallel direction. This behaviour is similar to what was found in222

3-D sheared oceanic plate models by van Hunen et al. [2003].223

3.2. Influence of Viscosity

We find that viscosity exerts the main control on whether or not SSC occurs, which224

is consistent with previous wedge flow studies [e.g. Honda and Yoshida, 2005; Wirth and225

Korenaga, 2012; Le Voci et al., 2014]. Fig. 5 illustrates the thermal structure and flow226

regime for a damp case with a 120 Myr old upper-plate and a subduction velocity of 5227

cm/yr, at t = 32 and t = 38 Myr. In a result that is consistent with our 2-D models, we228

find that damp cases dominantly exhibit instabilities in the form of cold ripples rather than229
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drips [Le Voci et al., 2014]. Interestingly, in 3-D, these ripples can align into 3-D transverse230

rolls with a weak longitudinal component, which form beneath the back-arc region and231

rapidly migrate towards the wedge corner. At t = 32 Myr, the weak longitudinal rolls are232

evidenced by minor trench-parallel variations in Vy in Fig. 5(f), with 10–12 rolls observed233

across the trench-parallel extent of the domain, at a characteristic wavelength of 200–250234

km (i.e. larger than in the very-wet cases illustrated in Fig. 3). At t = 38 Myr, the235

transverse roll propagates into the lower-viscosity sub-arc region and evolves into a set236

of dominantly longitudinal Richter-rolls, with a clear expression in both the temperature237

and velocity fields, at a slightly smaller wavelength than below the back arc (Fig. 5g–l).238

Both arc and back-arc rolls are transient features. Note that, in dry cases, no rolls develop239

in either the arc or back-arc region, over the entire evolution time of our models.240

This variation in flow style with viscosity is best illustrated via temporal snapshots of241

velocity components (scaled with subduction velocity), as a function of distance from the242

trench. Velocities at 100 km depth (Fig. 6) illustrate the flow regime beneath the arc243

region, whilst velocities at 150 km depth (Fig. 7) characterise flow beneath the back-arc244

region. Lines are drawn every 1 Myr, from t = 25 − 50 Myr. Left-hand panels (a,d,g)245

display trench-parallel averages of trench-perpendicular, trench-parallel and vertical ve-246

locities, middle panels (b,e,h) display the trench-parallel variability (|Vmax−Vmin|) around247

these 3-D averages, whilst right-hand panels (c,f,i) show corresponding 2-D models from248

Le Voci et al. [2014], where the trench-parallel component of flow is zero.249

The dry case exhibits a clear corner-flow velocity pattern, with only minor trench-250

parallel flow and variability. At 100 km depth (Fig. 6 g,i), trench-ward (negative Vx)251

and positive vertical velocities below the arc correspond to flow into the pinch zone at the252
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wedge corner, with flow velocities essentially zero elsewhere (this depth is close to the base253

of the upper-plate lithosphere). At 150 km depth (Fig. 7 g,i), corner-flow corresponds to254

almost purely trench-ward flow (negative Vx, Vz ≈ 0) below the back-arc region. At both255

depths, the slab exhibits similar magnitude positive Vx and negative Vz flow components.256

Damp and very-wet cases display, on average, the same corner-flow velocity patterns,257

at 100 as well as at 150 km depth (Figs. 6 & 7 a,d). However, temporal and spatial258

variability increases substantially with increasing levels of wedge hydration, due to the259

presence of sub-arc Richter-rolls and transient sub-lithospheric ripples (Figs. 6 & Fig. 7260

b,e). Below the back-arc (Fig. 7 b,e), vertical velocity variations are largest, indicating261

drip-like instabilities. While the average velocity patterns and magnitudes from 3-D cases262

are very similar to the corresponding 2-D cases, the variability, particularly in the very-wet263

case, is greater in 3-D. For the very-wet case (Figs. 6 & 7 b), velocity variations exceed264

slab velocities, which is consistent with the predictions of Wirth and Korenaga [2012].265

The distinct characteristics of sub-arc and sub-back-arc systems arise due to differ-266

ences in viscosity between the wedge-corner and below the upper-plate. The overarching267

control on wedge viscosity is the level of hydration. However, as illustrated in Fig. 8,268

the wedge-corner’s thermal structure, where isotherms are compressed against the slab’s269

surface and a hot tongue of mantle material ascends upwards into the overriding plate,270

leads to strong variations in viscosity between the arc and back-arc regions, with sub-arc271

viscosities further reduced through high strain-rates and lower pressure/depth (through272

the activation volume). As a consequence, spatial variations in viscosity across the warm273

mantle wedge can exceed an order of magnitude. Sub-arc and sub-back-arc viscosities274

are shown in Fig. 9, where symbols and error-bars denote trench-parallel averages and275
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trench-parallel variability, respectively. Viscosities are presented for cases with a 120 Myr276

old upper-plate (i.e. discussed here and in Section 3.3) and for a set of cases with a 50277

Myr old upper-plate (discussed in Section 3.4). To allow for direct comparison between278

cases, viscosity values are consistently extracted at t = 45 Myr. This time-frame, however,279

does not capture the transient rolls that occur in the damp case (Fig. 5) and, hence, no280

trench-parallel variability is apparent in the viscosity estimates of the damp cases.281

We find that viscosities are comparable to those observed in 2-D. Viscosities at the282

base of the back-arc upper plate (red circles) can be up to an order of magnitude higher283

than below the arc (blue squares). The observation that, without exception, viscosities284

are lower below the arc than in the sub-back-arc region explains: (i) the difference in285

instability morphology and wavelength in both regions; and (ii) why the sub-arc system286

is generally more time-dependent than the sub-back-arc system.287

We note that in our 2-D models, SSC did not occur if mantle viscosities exceeded288

∼ 5 · 1018 Pa s. Although sub-lithospheric ripples were observed in cases at viscosities of289

∼ 1·1019 Pa, these did not detach from the lithosphere’s base and had a negligible influence290

on the wedge’s flow regime. In 3-D, however, for cases with thicker upper-plates, these291

ripples form transverse rolls, with a weak longitudinal component, at mantle viscosities292

of . 1019 Pa s. Previous results, from models that used a single-mode 3-D approach293

[Wirth and Korenaga, 2012] or limited hydration to the wedge-corner [e.g. Honda, 2008],294

predicted SSC cut-off values of 1−5·1018 Pa s. The higher SSC cut-off viscosities predicted295

herein is likely due to the fact that our models are fully 3-D, whilst instabilities are able296

to develop over a larger region than the hydrated wedge-corner defined by Honda and297

co-workers [e.g. Honda, 2008] (see Section 3.5 for further discussion).298
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3.3. Influence of Subduction Velocity

Horizontal cross-sections highlighting sub-arc and sub-back-arc instabilities for slower299

(2 cm/yr) and faster (10 cm/yr) subduction velocity cases are presented in Fig. 10. As in300

our 2-D models [Le Voci et al., 2014], we find that subduction velocity does not control301

whether or not SSC occurs. However, it does affect the style of SSC. In general, increased302

subduction velocities lead to more prominent back-arc ridges, with a stronger trench-303

perpendicular alignment, when compared to cases with a smaller subduction velocity304

(Fig. 10). The trench-perpendicular extent of sub-back-arc ridges also increases with305

increased subduction velocity; ridges extend from the wedge corner to the boundary of306

the domain only in cases where Vslab = 10cm/yr. Furthermore, these cases are temporally307

more stable, with sub-back-arc ridges migrating and interacting less.308

Contrary to theoretical prediction [e.g. Richter , 1973; Wirth and Korenaga, 2012], how-309

ever, we do not observe a monotonic increase in the temperature anomalies associated310

with Richter-rolls with increasing subduction velocity. We find that thermal anomalies311

are most pronounced for slow and intermediate subduction velocity cases (cf. the 1500312

K isotherm at 150 km depth in Fig. 3d and Fig. 10b/d), which can be understood from313

our 2-D results [Le Voci et al., 2014]. In slow subduction velocity cases, Rayleigh-Taylor314

drips have sufficient time to develop, as background mantle flow is insufficient to align315

and coalesce these drips into elongated ridges. Conversely, at higher subduction velocities,316

strong background corner-flow shears drips into sheets before they can fully develop. Ac-317

cordingly, competition between the time available for drip growth and velocity-controlled318

background corner-flow leads to the thermal anomaly of ridges being most pronounced at319

150 km depth in slow and intermediate subduction velocity cases.320
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For all subduction velocity cases, sub-arc rolls form with similar wavelengths of 100–150321

km, which is consistent with predictions from the single-mode approximation of Wirth and322

Korenaga [2012] (note that these wavelengths are measured from the Vy field, rather than323

the temperature field, as this better highlights individual rolls). However, we find that324

with increasing subduction velocity, the modulating influence of sub-back-arc ridges on325

the sub-arc system becomes more prominent, superimposing a second, longer wavelength326

of 150–400 km on the sub-arc system (as illustrated in the thermal field of Fig. 10c). We327

note that the sub-back-arc instability wavelength becomes increasingly dominant below328

the arc region as simulations evolve.329

Further insight into the effect of subducting-slab velocity on the flow regime beneath330

the arc can be gained by analysing mantle velocities at 100 km depth (Supp. Fig. 1).331

We observe a decrease in the strength of trench-perpendicular and vertical velocity com-332

ponents, with respect to slab velocity, as subduction velocity increases, whilst transients,333

which are the expression of SSC, become more prominent with decreasing subduction334

velocity (cf. Supp. Fig. 1 b,e). At 150 km depth (cf. Supp. Fig. 2), with increasing335

subduction velocity, vertical velocity variations below the back-arc become more uniform336

with distance from the trench, indicating that drips are increasingly sheared into ridges,337

which is consistent with the cross-sections shown in Fig. 10.338

3.4. Influence of Upper-plate Age

Thicker (i.e. older) plates are well known to be more unstable than thinner (i.e. younger)339

plates [e.g. Davaille and Jaupart , 1994]. We examine cases with a 50 Myr old (i.e. younger340

and thinner) upper plate and Vslab = 5 cm/yr, at different levels of wedge hydration. Cross341
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sections are analysed at shallower depths (80 and 130 km) to best capture the Richter-roll342

systems below these thinner plates.343

In the resulting thermal structure for a very-wet case (Fig. 11), prominent sub-arc344

and sub-back-arc SSC is visible. The characteristics of SSC beneath the arc and back-345

arc regions, however, are not as distinct as that for a 120 Myr old upper-plate case. The346

reason being that wedge-corner erosion by mantle flow is reduced, thus producing a weaker347

gradient in thickness (and viscosity) between the arc and back-arc regions. Nonetheless,348

as illustrated in Fig. 11, the wavelength of sub-arc instabilities remains smaller than those349

beneath the back-arc. We note that the amount of wedge-corner erosion is limited by the350

imposed 80 km decoupling depth. Should the decoupling depth vary with temperature,351

more substantial differential thinning may occur between the arc and back-arc regions [e.g.352

Arcay et al., 2006, 2007], which would enhance the difference between arc and back-arc353

systems for younger upper plates.354

Although the damp 50 Myr old upper-plate case does develop transient sublithospheric355

ripples, these do not lead to the formation of longitudinal Richter-rolls beneath the arc356

region, as in the 120 Myr old upper plate cases. These trends are consistent with our 2-D357

results, indicating that SSC is stronger under thicker upper plates.358

3.5. Influence of Hydrated Region Geometry

Studies into the stability fields of hydrous minerals indicate that slab dehydration is359

likely limited to a depth of ∼ 200 km [e.g. Schmidt and Poli , 1998; Hacker et al., 2003].360

Although the exact mechanism by which water is transported through the wedge remains361

uncertain, several of the proposed mechanisms lead to quasi-vertical migration from the362
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point of release [e.g. Gerya et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2014], suggesting363

that significant hydration maybe limited to the wedge-corner.364

As discussed in our 2-D study [Le Voci et al., 2014], localized wedge-corner hydration365

introduces a step change in wedge and upper-plate strength. This facilitates instability366

nucleation, but also limits the region over which instabilities can form: instabilities only367

form if the hydrated corner extends over a distance similar to or larger than the instability368

wavelength (i.e. & 150 km from the decoupling point in our 2-D models). To illustrate369

the effect of such localised hydration in 3-D, we have examined a case with a 120 Myr370

old upper-plate and Vslab = 5 cm/yr, where a very-wet hydrated corner extends 200 km371

from the decoupling point, with the remainder of the mantle wedge damp, similar to372

background mantle that is sampled below mid-ocean ridges [e.g. Hirth and Kohlstedt ,373

1996]. Fig. 12 and Supp. Fig. 3 show temporal snapshots of the thermal structure and374

flow regime for this case.375

As illustrated in Fig. 12, the sub-arc region initially exhibits longitudinal Richter-376

rolls with a constant wavelength of ∼ 120 − 150 km. Such a constant instability wave-377

length differs to that of the uniformly-hydrated simulation (see Fig. 3), where Richter-roll378

spacing beneath the arc region is modulated by longer-wavelength sub-back-arc instabili-379

ties, which are more subdued in our variably hydrated case. Similarly to the uniformly-380

hydrated damp case, a sub-lithospheric transverse roll can be seen forming beneath the381

back-arc region around x = 450 km (Fig. 12d–f) with weak longitudinal rolls, of wave-382

length ∼ 200 − 250 km, developing along its length. As in the uniformly hydrated case,383

the transverse roll extends across the domain’s entire trench-parallel extent, and rapidly384

migrates towards the wedge-corner, where it sharply enhances the strength of sub-arc lon-385
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gitudinal Richter-rolls, and also imparts the longer wavelength of its longitudinal rolls on386

to the sub-arc instabilities (Fig. 12g–i). The wavelength of sub-arc longitudinal Richter-387

rolls subsequently returns to ∼ 120 − 150 km and their strength decreases somewhat388

(Supp. Fig. 3), although they do not wane to their previous vigour. These trends im-389

ply that if only part of the mantle wedge is significantly hydrated, sub-arc SSC will be390

strongly time-dependent, with significant temporal and spatial variations in Richter-roll391

wavelength, morphology and vigour.392

4. Consequences of 3-D SSC

In 2-D, we found that under hydrated mantle conditions, SSC can thin sub-arc litho-393

sphere by a few km and sub-back-arc lithosphere by 10–15 km [Le Voci et al., 2014]. Such394

lithospheric thinning extended the region where wet melting was possible, from absent395

(for dry cases) to spanning most of the arc and back-arc region, but disrupted by drips,396

for hydrated cases. These drips also modified slab-surface temperatures and shifted de-397

hydration boundaries by up to 100 K and 20 km, respectively. In this section, we analyse398

each of these consequences for our uniformly hydrated 3-D models.399

4.1. Upper-plate Lithospheric Thickness

We use the depth of the 1400 K isotherm as a proxy for lithospheric thickness. Fig.400

13 illustrates that, consistent with our 2-D results, lithospheric erosion below the arc401

and back-arc regions is generally most efficient: (i) in cases with higher levels of wedge402

hydration; and (ii) for cases with older/thicker upper-plates.403

For sub-arc lithospheric thicknesses, a minor, but systematic, difference is observed404

between the 2-D and 3-D cases (Fig. 13a/c). For dry and damp cases, lithospheric405
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thicknesses below the back-arc region from 2-D simulations are only slightly larger than406

those from 3-D models (Fig. 13b/d). However, in very-wet cases, the differences between407

2-D predictions and the average of 3-D models can be up to 8 km. For very-wet cases,408

the longitudinal Richter-rolls produce trench-parallel lithospheric thickness variations of409

up to 16 km. These have a negligible effect on estimates of surface heat flow, but strongly410

affect melting conditions (see Section 4.2 below). We note that trench-parallel variations411

in lithospheric thickness of up to 7 km are also predicted for damp cases, when transverse412

rolls enter the wedge-corner and spawn longitudinal Richter-rolls beneath the arc region413

(these, however, are not visible in the temporal snapshots shown in Fig. 13).414

The increased efficiency of lithospheric erosion in 3-D is a consequence of several com-415

bined factors: (i) as noted above, 3-D SSC is observed at higher viscosities than compa-416

rable 2-D cases, implying that 3-D wedge models are more susceptible to SSC, which is417

consistent with the predictions of Richter [1973]; (ii) the onset time of SSC is marginally418

reduced in 3-D, in the presence of sub-lithospheric shear, which is consistent with the419

results of Huang et al. [2003]; and (iii) the longitudinal Richter-rolls observed in 3-D are420

more vigorous than the transverse rolls observed in 2-D (cf. maximum velocities in Fig.421

10b/c). When combined, these lead to more efficient lithospheric thinning in 3-D.422

However, even with the additional thinning in the 3-D models, our back-arc lithospheric423

thicknesses remain greater than the ≈ 60 km back-arc thicknesses inferred from heat-flow424

and seismic velocities by Currie and Hyndman [2006]. Currie et al. [2008] attributed this425

strong thinning to additional hydrous plate weakening through visco-plastic mechanisms.426

Arcay et al. [2006] suggest an alternative mechanism: the development of an intra-plate427
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decoupling level associated with the formation of a mechanically weak mineralogical layer428

that is enriched in water resulting from lithosphere hydration.429

4.2. Wedge Thermal Structure & Melting

In Fig. 14, we illustrate thermal conditions below the arc by plotting trench-parallel430

temperature averages and ranges, at 80 and 100 km depth, for 50 and 120 Myr old431

upper-plate cases, respectively, alongside wet and damp solidi from Katz et al. [2003] (an432

adiabatic gradient of 0.5 K/km has been added to our Boussinesq potential temperature433

solution, which is also the case for Fig. 15). Note that at distances beyond 250-300434

km, these depths are just below the base of the thermal lithosphere for very-wet cases435

(at all subduction velocities, and for old as well as young upper-plates), but within the436

upper-plate for damp and dry cases, which is reflected in the ∼ 50− 75 K higher average437

temperatures for very-wet than for comparable damp and dry cases.438

Due to stronger lithospheric thinning, the 3-D models predict elevated mantle temper-439

atures at shallower depths than in our 2-D models [Le Voci et al., 2014]. As melting440

temperatures increase faster with depth than adiabatic temperatures, this increases melt-441

ing potential. Average and maximum temperatures below the arc region are highest,442

relative to local melting temperatures, for cases with: (i) higher levels of wedge hydra-443

tion; (ii) faster subduction velocities; and (iii) younger upper plates. As predicted in 2-D,444

sub-arc wedge temperatures are sufficient to induce wet melting, locally, in parts of all445

except the dry models (this comparison assumes that locally, wet conditions may permit446

melting even if hydration is insufficiently pervasive to affect wedge rheology). However,447

consistent with our 2-D results, in all cases examined, temperatures are too low to induce448

dry melting.449
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For very-wet cases (and at certain temporal stages of the damp cases) trench-parallel450

temperature variations of over ∼150 K are observed, which exceed the transient 50-100451

K variations predicted in 2-D. This will expand the regions where melt pockets may form452

below the arc and back-arc. Such variations in thermal structure and melting may be453

responsible for the complex seismic velocity structures imaged, for example, beneath the454

Japanese volcanic arc [e.g. Tamura et al., 2002] and have also been related to the local455

spacing in arc volcanism [Honda and Saito, 2003; Honda and Yoshida, 2005].456

4.3. Slab Surface Temperatures

Finally, we consider the effect of 3-D arc rolls on slab-surface temperatures (SSTs,457

measured at the top of the kinematically defined slab). Fig. 15 illustrates the trench-458

parallel range of SSTs for the different cases examined, alongside MORB dehydration459

boundaries, the stability fields for hydrous mantle minerals and water-saturated sediment460

and mantle solidi [Hacker , 2008; Grove et al., 2012].461

As in our 2-D models and the studies of Lee and King [2009] and Syracuse et al.462

[2010], we find that higher subduction velocities, higher wedge viscosities and thicker463

upper plates result in decreased SSTs. Trench-parallel variations in SSTs for the 3-D464

models are most sensitive to the level of wedge hydration: a maximum range of ∼ 60465

K is observed for very-wet cases, with the range decreasing to . 20 K for comparable466

dry and damp cases (although transient ripples and rolls in the damp cases can lead to467

trench-parallel variations of & 50 K). Peaks and troughs in SSTs occur at a wavelength468

roughly corresponding to that of the arc Richter-rolls (as illustrated in Fig. 2), implying469

that 3-D instabilities have a more significant influence on SSTs than those observed in470
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2-D, where the signature of instabilities was not apparent at the slab surface [Le Voci471

et al., 2014].472

Fig. 15 illustrates that even a small difference in temperature between hydrated 2-473

D and 3-D models, trench-parallel variations for a single model, or variations between474

individual cases with different subduction velocities, could change the depth range of475

sediment melting or melting of hydrous mantle by several tens of km, due to the slopes476

of these melting curves, relative to that of the SSTs. However, the observed trench-477

parallel temperature variations are insufficient to significantly influence the dehydration478

of crustal material: in all models, the completion of dehydration for MORB material479

at the slab’s surface (taken as the boundary where water content drops below 0.1 wt480

%) occurs above 90 km depth. As noted in our 2-D study, in addition to controlling481

crustal dehydration, SSTs can also affect the dehydration of mantle minerals [e.g. Peacock ,482

1990, 1996; van Keken et al., 2011], where they are exposed at the slab’s surface (e.g. in483

oceanic core complexes), whilst temporal variability in wedge temperatures, immediately484

adjacent to the slab’s surface, may influence where released fluids may be first taken485

up (and subsequently released) by mantle minerals [e.g. Grove et al., 2012]. The range486

of predicted model SSTs could lead to lateral variations of up to 20 km in the depth487

where serpentinite and chlorite break down, which may further contribute to the spatial488

distribution of arc volcanism [e.g. Wilson et al., 2014] and the complex seismic velocity489

structures imaged beneath some volcanic arcs [e.g. Tamura et al., 2002].490

5. Conclusions

This study builds on previous 2-D and 3-D modelling of small-scale convection (SSC) in491

the mantle wedge [e.g. Honda et al., 2010; Wirth and Korenaga, 2012; Le Voci et al., 2014]492
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through: (i) a systematic analysis of the wedge’s 3-D flow regime and thermal structure,493

under the effects of a hydrated rheology and local thermal buoyancy; and (ii) a comparison494

of results with predictions from similar 2-D models [Le Voci et al., 2014].495

Consistent with our 2-D predictions and previous 2-D and 3-D studies [e.g. Honda and496

Saito, 2003; Arcay et al., 2005; Honda et al., 2010; Wirth and Korenaga, 2012], we find497

that SSC is a common occurrence. However, in our 3-D models, prominent SSC occurs498

at viscosities below ∼ 1 · 1019 Pa s; this cut-off is higher than that predicted in our 2-499

D models (∼ 5 · 1018 Pa s) and in previous studies [∼ 1 − 5 · 1018 Pa s: Honda, 2008;500

Wirth and Korenaga, 2012]. Although the influence of water on mantle rheology remains501

debated [e.g. Fei et al., 2013; Girard et al., 2013], such viscosities are consistent with502

asthenospheric viscosities estimated from joint studies of glacial rebound and inferences503

from plate dynamics [e.g. Iaffaldano and Lambeck , 2014], in addition to observations of504

seismic anisotropy beneath the Pacific basin [Gaboret et al., 2003]. As in 2-D, the exact505

form of SSC depends on subduction velocity and wedge viscosity. In the unstable cases506

with close to critical viscosities (∼ 5 · 1018− 1 · 1019 Pa s), transient transverse rolls, with507

axes aligned parallel to the trench, can occur; however, longitudinal Richter-rolls, with508

axes aligned perpendicular to the trench, are the dominant mode of instability, particularly509

for a strongly hydrated mantle wedge [Richter , 1973; Wirth and Korenaga, 2012].510

These Richter-rolls exhibit distinct characteristics beneath the arc region, where the511

upper plate is eroded by wedge flow, and the back-arc region. Sub-arc rolls develop at a512

wavelength of ∼100–150 km. In the back-arc system, Rayleigh-Taylor drips, spawned from513

the base of the upper plate, are sheared by background corner flow to form long, linear,514

cold ridges. These ridges, which form the downwelling limbs of larger-scale longitudinal515
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rolls, extend from the sub-back-arc region into the sub-arc region, and have a larger516

spacing (150–400 km) than sub-arc instabilities, due to higher back-arc viscosities. Both517

sub-arc and sub-back-arc rolls are time-dependent, migrating, interacting and coalescing518

with surrounding instabilities, with back-arc instabilities more strongly modulating the519

location of sub-arc instabilities in cases with increased levels of wedge hydration, higher520

subduction velocities and thinner upper-plates.521

It is noteworthy that the system naturally forms instabilities of distinct characteristics522

in the sub-arc and sub-back-arc regions, even without a limitation on the distance to523

which the wedge is hydrated by the downgoing plate. Limiting the extent of the hydrated524

region does amplify these morphological differences between the arc and back-arc systems,525

and the wedge also shows more substantial transient fluctuations. We note that the de-526

velopment of distinct arc and back-arc systems does depend on the extent of differential527

upper-plate erosion between the wedge corner and the back-arc, which, in the case of uni-528

form hydration, is controlled by the decoupling depth between the upper and subducting529

plates, a depth that was kept fixed in our models, but likely shifts with temperature,530

hydration and/or is controlled by segregation of lighter materials into the wedge corner531

[e.g. Wada and Wang , 2009; Arcay et al., 2006, 2007; Honda et al., 2010; Magni et al.,532

2014].533

Our study demonstrates that 2-D models, in many ways, provide a good approximation534

to the average of 3-D models. However, lithospheric thinning is marginally enhanced in535

3-D, which is sufficient to enlarge the region over which melting can occur. In addition,536

sub-arc Richter rolls lead to trench-parallel temperature and lithospheric thickness vari-537

ations of ∼150 K and ∼ 5 − 20 km, respectively. These fluctuations provide a potential538
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mechanism for explaining trench-parallel variations in heat-flow, seismic structure and539

magmatism. The wavelength of sub-arc Richter-rolls predicted herein is larger than the540

common spacing between volcanic centres [e.g. de Bremond d’Ars et al., 1995]. Nonethe-541

less, as was proposed by de Bremond d’Ars et al. [1995], smaller spacing could result from542

strong time-dependence in the position of high-temperature regions, as is predicted in our543

models.544

On Earth, wedge thermal structure is likely further affected by a heterogeneous distri-545

bution of volatiles and strong gradients or steps in lithospheric thickness. As verified in546

Le Voci et al. [2014], spawning of sub-lithospheric instabilities can be facilitated by the547

presence of such features. In addition, wedge flow patterns and temperatures may be548

modified by 3-D slab geometry [e.g. Kneller and van Keken, 2008], flow around slab edges549

[e.g. Kincaid and Griffiths , 2004] and compositional and melt buoyancy [e.g. Gerya et al.,550

2006; Zhu et al., 2009]. The addition of such complexities, to simulations and analyses551

like those presented herein, is an important avenue for future research.552
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Quantity Symbol Reference value

Gravity g 9.81 m·s−2

Reference Density ρ0 3300 kg·m−3

Mantle Temperature T0 1623 K

Surface Temperature Ts 273 K

Thermal diffusivity κ 7.5 · 10−7 m2s−1

Thermal expansivity α 2.5 · 10−5K−1

Activation energy - dry diff. creep Ediff,d 375 kJ·mol−1

Activation energy - dry disl. creep Edisl,d 530 kJ·mol−1

Activation energy - hyd. diff. creep Ediff,h 335 kJ·mol−1

Activation energy - hyd. disl. creep Edisl,h 480 kJ·mol−1

Activation volume - dry diff. creep Vdiff,d 6 · 10−6 m3·mol−1

Activation volume - dry disl. creep Vdisl,d 20 · 10−6 m3·mol−1

Activation volume - hyd. diff. creep Vdiff,h 4 · 10−6 m3·mol−1

Activation volume - hyd. disl. creep Vdisl,h 1.1 · 10−5 m3·mol−1

Power-law exponent n 3.5

Maximum viscosity ηmax 1024 Pa· s

Universal gas constant R 8.3145 J·mol−1·K−1

Water Content - damp mantle COH,damp 1000 H/106Si

Water Content - very-wet mantle COH,v.wet 5000 H/106Si

Water content exponent r 1.2

Pre-exponential constant - dry diff. creep AD 108.82 Pa· s

Pre-exponential constant - dry disl. creep BD 10
−11.04
n Pa·s

1
n

Pre-exponential constant - hydrated diff. creep AH,0 1012Pa·s H
106Si

r
n

Pre-exponential constant - hydrated disl. creep BH,0 10
(6+ 1.95

n
)
Pa·s

1
n · H

106Si

r
n

Table 1. Nomenclature and key model parameters.
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Upper Plate Age (Myr) Vslab (cm/yr) COH (H/106Si) Flow regime

120 (old) 2 (slow) 0 (dry) stable: corner-flow

120 5 (intermediate) 0 stable: corner-flow

120 10 (fast) 0 stable: corner-flow

120 2 1000 (damp) unstable: transient ripples (back-arc); Richter-rolls (arc)

120 5 1000 unstable: transient ripples (back-arc); Richter-rolls (arc)

120 10 1000 unstable: transient ripples (back-arc); Richter-rolls (arc)

120 2 5000 (very wet) unstable: Richter-rolls

120 5 5000 unstable: Richter-rolls

120 10 5000 unstable: Richter-rolls

120 5 5000:1000∗ unstable: transient ripples (back-arc); Richter-rolls (arc)

50 (young) 5 0 stable: corner-flow

50 5 1000 unstable: transient ripples

50 5 5000 unstable: Richter-rolls

Table 2. Summary of models examined herein and the resulting flow regimes. ∗ First number for wedge corner

extending 200 km from the decoupling point, second number for remainder of the wedge.
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Figure 3. Temperature, vertical (Vz) and trench-parallel (Vy) velocity cross sections at (a-c) 100 km and (d-f) 150

km depth for a case with Vslab = 5cm/yr, a 120 Myr old upper plate and a very-wet rheology (COH =5000 H/106Si), at

t = 45 Myr. Contours are shown at (a/d) T=1400, 1500 and 1600 K, (b/e) Vz=-4.0, -2.0, 2.0 and 4.0 cm/yr, and (c/f)

Vy=-2.0,-1.0,1.0 and 2.0 cm/yr, with negative contours dashed. SSC develops below the arc (100 km depth, x ≈ 175− 275

km) and back-arc (150 km depth, x & 275 km) regions and exhibits a distinct wavelength and morphology in each. Note

that cross sections at 100 km depth have a trench-perpendicular dimension that is half those at 150 km depth, to better

illustrate the behaviour of the smaller-scale sub-arc instabilities.
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Figure 4. Temporal evolution of temperature (K) for the model shown in Fig. 3 at (a-d) 100 km and (e-h) 150

km depth. White labels in (a-d) follow specific arc rolls as they split (A into A1 and A2), merge (B1 and B2 into B and,

subsequently, re-splitting into B3 and B4) and migrate (C). White labels in (e-h) illustrate the slower evolution of back-arc

ridges, which can migrate in a trench-parallel direction (D), split (E into E1 and E2) and coalesce with adjacent ridges

(F1 and F2 into F).
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t=32 Myr t=38 Myr

Figure 5. As in Fig. 3, but for a case with a damp rheology (COH =1000 H/106Si), at t = 32 Myr (left: a–f) and

t = 38 Myr (right: g–l). Contours are shown at (a/d/g/j) T=1400, 1500 and 1600K, (b/e/h/k) Vz=-1.0 and 1.0 cm/yr

and (c/f/i/l) Vy=-0.2, and 0.2 cm/yr, with negative contours dashed. At t = 32 Myr, a transverse roll, which manifests

as a ripple along the base of the upper plate and extends across the domain’s entire trench-parallel extent at x ≈ 350 km,

is propagating beneath the back-arc towards the wedge-corner. Small scale trench-parallel variations in Vy delineate the

weak longitudinal Richter-rolls that develop along this ripple. By t = 38 Myr, this transverse roll has propagated from

the back-arc into the wedge-corner, where its morphology changes to more drip like longitudinal Richter-rolls, with a clear

expression in both temperature and velocity.
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Figure 8. Vertical cross sections of (a) temperature and (b) viscosity at y = 700 km (i.e. the centre of the

computational domain), for a case with a very-wet (COH =5000 H/106Si) rheology, Vslab = 5 cm/yr and a 120 Myr old

upper-plate, at t = 40 Myr (zoomed into the wedge corner). Contours in (a) are given between 400 and 1600 K, at 200

K intervals, whilst they are shown at 1 × 1018 − 1 × 1022 in (b). Note that the viscosity scale is truncated, to highlight

the variability within the mantle wedge. The wedge-corner’s thermal structure, where isotherms are compressed against the

slab’s surface and a narrow hot tongue of mantle material ascends upwards into the overriding plate, leads to dramatic

variations in viscosity between the arc (i.e. the region above the subducting slab at a distance of ≈ 175− 275 km from the

trench) and back-arc (i.e. distances & 275 km from the trench) regions, with sub-arc viscosities further reduced through

high strain-rates and lower pressure/depth (through the activation volume).
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Figure 10. Temperature cross sections at (a,c) 100 and (b,d) 150 km depth, respectively, for very-wet (COH=5000

H/106Si) cases with a 120 Myr old upper-plate and a subduction velocity of: (a,b) 2 cm/yr; (c-d) 10 cm/yr. All slices

shown are at t = 45 Myr. The corresponding 5 cm/yr subduction velocity case is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 11. Temperature, vertical (Vz) and trench-parallel (Vy) velocity cross sections at (a-c) 80 km and (d-f)

130 km depth, for a case with Vslab = 5cm/yr, a 50 Myr old upper-plate and a very-wet rheology (COH =5000 H/106Si), at

t = 45 Myr. Contours are shown at (a/d) T=1400, 1500 and 1600K, (b/e) Vz=-4.0, -2.0, 2.0 and 4.0 cm/yr and (c/f)

Vy=-2.0,-1.0,1.0 and 2.0 cm/yr, with negative contours dashed.
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t=31 Myr t=38 Myr

Figure 12. As in Fig. 5, but at t = 31 Myr (left: a–f) and t = 38 Myr (right: g–l), for a case with Vslab = 5cm/yr,

a 120 Myr old upper plate and non-uniform wedge hydration – a very-wet wedge-corner (COH =5000 H/106Si) with

the remainder of the wedge damp (COH =1000 H/106Si). Contours are shown at (a/d/g/j) T=1400, 1500 and 1600K,

(b/e/h/k) Vz=-2.0 and 2.0 cm/yr and (c/f/i/l) Vy=-0.5, -0.25, 0.25 and 0.5 cm/yr, with negative contours dashed. At

t = 31 Myr, the sub-arc region exhibits longitudinal Richter-rolls with a constant wavelength of ∼ 120−150 km. Consistent

with the uniformly-hydrated damp case, a sub-lithospheric transverse roll can be seen forming beneath the back-arc region,

at x = 450 km, with weak longitudinal Richter-rolls, of wavelength ∼ 200− 250 km, developing along its length. As in the

uniformly hydrated case, this transverse roll extends across the domain’s entire trench-parallel extent. By t = 38 Myr, it

has propagated into the wedge-corner, where it sharply enhances the strength of sub-arc longitudinal Richter-rolls, and also

imparts its longer wavelength on to sub-arc instabilities.
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